;; State ALPHA: emits a single column of an alpha helix
(transform (from (ALPHA)) (to (alpha_col ALPHA*))
  (annotate (row SS) (column alpha_col) (label H)))
(transform (from (ALPHA*)) (to (ALPHA)) (prob 0.873573))
(transform (from (ALPHA*)) (to (BETA)) (prob 0.00223424))
(transform (from (ALPHA*)) (to (LOOP)) (prob 0.12474))

;; State BETA: emits a single column of a beta sheet
(transform (from (BETA)) (to (beta_col BETA*))
  (annotate (row DSSP) (column beta_col) (label E)))
(transform (from (BETA*)) (to (ALPHA)) (prob 0.00794355))
(transform (from (BETA*)) (to (BETA)) (prob 0.754713))
(transform (from (BETA*)) (to (LOOP)) (prob 0.237665))

;; State LOOP: emits a single column of a loop
(transform (from (LOOP)) (to (loop_col LOOP*))
  (annotate (row DSSP) (column loop_col) (label L)))
(transform (from (LOOP*)) (to ()) (prob 0.00541809))
(transform (from (LOOP*)) (to (ALPHA)) (prob 0.106137))
(transform (from (LOOP*)) (to (BETA)) (prob 0.0615115))
(transform (from (LOOP*)) (to (LOOP)) (prob 0.827023))